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spending at higher rates than
overall economic growth. Trading multiples for the systems integrators and the vertically-aligned consultancies
more than doubled year-over-year, while trading multiples for the high-end IT consultancies quadrupled. What
these sectors have in common are business models with the least commoditization from a client perspective,
fusing technology, broad delivery capabilities and domain knowledge. The index of high-end consultancies in
particular, now comprised post-shakeout of a reduced number of stronger firms, saw its market value rise
157% during the year. The index of offshore consultancies was the second-best performer, rising on average
74% during the year. The offshore firms trade at revenue multiples far in excess of most sectors, technology
or otherwise, driven directly by their profit and growth. All IT services subsectors experienced year-over-year
revenue growth, contrasted with 2002 when almost every sector shrank or remained flat. While recent
quarters show a continuation of this important trend, recession-wizened customers continue to demand price
concessions and competitive bidding, and competition is as intense as it has ever been. Furthermore, with
customers continuing to pare their vendors lists, bigger remains better.
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(compared with 47
such transactions in 2002), in addition to a host of smaller deals which did not hit most radar screens. These
prominent deals represented a publicly disclosed $3.3 billion in aggregate transaction value (down from $9.6
billion in 2002) on $6.2 billion of revenue acquired (down from $15.2 billion in 2002). The table above highlights
some of the largest deals closed or announced during 2003. The blockbuster deal of the year was clearly
Schlumberger/Sema’s divestiture of its extensive international IT services business, which was itself the
product of Schlumberger’s and Sema’s many acquisitions over the last decade. The second biggest, largely
intra-European, was Cap Gemini’s acquisition of French Transciel.
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2004 Outlook
As public valuations in the IT services sectors rise, there will be a dual effect on consolidation trends. Public
companies’ stock is for the first time in many years a viable potential currency for acquisition strategies. On
the other hand, M&A transactions by services firms will be closely scrutinized by the investment community for
faultless logic and synergy, and sector liquidity is certainly not going to be flush. We may also experience a
widening of the valuation gap between buyers’ and sellers’ expectations. This gap, which had narrowed
among private sellers and public buyers -- somewhat painfully -- in the distressed markets of 2002 and 2003,
now confronts much healthier public multiples. Private sellers may be less willing to accept trailing, distressedenvironment M&A multiples as valid proxies for their business valuations. We also expect cross-border M&A
activity to remain strong, and in particular we look for some prominent pairings between Indian and U.S. firms.

Recent Selected Updata IT Professional Services Transactions
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Updata Capital, Inc. is a leading investment banking firm specializing in mergers
and acquisitions for the information technology industry. Since its inception in
1987, Updata has managed over 375 mergers and acquisitions for software, IT
services, e-commerce, infrastructure, telecommunications, e-services, and
security firms, representing an aggregate value over $10 billion.
Our clients rely on our deep understanding of technological vision and financial
expertise to assure the successful execution of their strategic initiatives.
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